DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

ANNA UNIVERSITY RANK HOLDERS

BATCH 2008-12

R.S. Narmadha
B.E.ECE - 50th RANK

BATCH 2009-13

K.Ravali
B.E.ECE - 34th RANK

Abirami
B.E.ECE - 46th RANK

Divya A
B.E.ECE - 48th RANK

Mahalakshmi B
B.E.ECE - 49th RANK

BATCH 2010-14

Jennifer J
B.E.ECE - 16th RANK

Divya Bharathi N
B.E.ECE - 33rd RANK

Iswarya V
B.E.ECE - 38th RANK

Anitha S
B.E.ECE - 43th RANK

Nandhini P
B.E.ECE - 47th RANK

BATCH 2011-15

Aarthi C
B.E.ECE - 22nd RANK

Padmapriya S
B.E.ECE - 23rd RANK

Yogalakshmi V
B.E.ECE - 30th RANK

Archana G
B.E.ECE - 40th RANK

Renuca J
B.E.ECE - 46th RANK

BATCH 2012-16

Preethi Rani A
B.E.ECE - 43rd RANK

BATCH 2013-17

Rekha R
CGPA: 8.97
Rank: 11

Vasantha Lakshmi
CGPA: 8.97
Rank: 42

Divya A
CGPA: 8.89
Rank: 40

Nirmala S
CGPA: 8.83
Rank: 46

Javitha J
CGPA: 8.85
Rank: 46

Diliganesh B
CGPA: 8.91
Rank: 47

BANU B
CGPA: 8.92
Rank: 30

BANU M
CGPA: 8.81
Rank: 41

Pavithra K
CGPA: 8.75
Rank: 47

Melin S
CGPA: 8.75
Rank: 47

BATCH 2014-18
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